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Google's Chrome is a popular, secure, and powerful web browser. Part of the reason Chrome boasts more than 60 percent of the web browser market share is its massive library of available extensions, also called plugins. We've gathered a list of some of the most useful Chrome plugins available from the Chrome web store. Check them out and see
which ones can make your life easier and more productive. You can install free items from the Chrome Web Store. For any paid plugins, apps, or extensions, you'll need a Google Payments account. Ad-blocking is a popular and important Chrome plugin category, as users try to navigate websites filled with intrusive ads that slow page-load times to a
crawl. uBlock Origin has emerged as the top contender in the content-blocking space, appreciated for its easy-to-use interface as well as tools for power users who want to dive deeper into individual scripts. With overwhelmingly positive user reviews and millions of downloads, uBlock Origin is the best Chrome plugin for wide-spectrum contentblocking. HTTPS Everywhere forces websites to communicate over HTTPS, strengthening your online privacy and security. The plugin automatically switches thousands of sites from insecure HTTP to secure HTTPS, protecting users from surveillance, account hijacking, and even some forms of censorship. HTTPS Everywhere offers users peace of
mind, making sure their internet browsing is encrypted from start to finish. Despite Click&Clean's cute name, online cookies are serious business. They're the basis of online-tracking utilities. A company might set a cookie on one page, but as you navigate around the web, that cookie accrues more and more personal information. While many privacyoriented users likely clear their cookies regularly, the rest of us can rely on Click&Clean to make cookie cleaning an effortless routine. With just a click, delete cookies and your cache as well as typed URLs and your download and browsing history. Many companies love tracking your online activity, and they're quite good at it. Gain more privacy and
security with Privacy Badger. With a variety of tools, Privacy Badger disables tracking tools or obfuscates the data. Toggle blocking on and off for specific sites and trackers to make sure the plugin doesn't break your favorite website. Since cookies are so crucial to online tracking, controlling them is essential. Edit This Cookie is a cookie manager that
lets you add, delete, edit, search, protect, and block cookies. Its interface is easy to use, but its options are powerful. Prevent domains from setting one type of cookie, but allow others. If you frequently switch browsers or computers, export your cookies to track your login status across all your favorite sites. Chrome takes up a lot of RAM, and the
more tabs you have open, the more RAM Chrome needs. OneTab closes all your tabs immediately, condensing them into a page of links. These links then appear each time you open a new tab, giving you the option of reopening the whole window or just a few tabs. Rather than keeping tabs open indefinitely, save them in OneTab for when you're ready
to use them. Amazon prices change constantly, and it's often hard to discern a product's actual retail price. The Camelizer shows you a product's historical pricing data via graphs of previous prices. While you're on an Amazon product page, select the Camelizer icon. You'll get a pop-up box with Amazon price data drawn from the enormous and
reliable database at CamelCamelCamel.com. When Google took away the View Image ability in Google Image search results, many web users were disappointed. This simple plugin reimplements the Google Images "View Image" and "Search by Image" buttons, and they work exactly as they did before Google removed them. Among the many apps that
spruce up YouTube, this is our favorite. Enhancer for YouTube includes a slew of options for theming and functionality. There are more than a dozen selectable dark-mode themes, ads are blocked automatically, and videos can be maximized within a browser window, filling the whole screen without going into full-screen mode. Once you get used to
Enhancer for YouTube's perks, regular YouTube will feel archaic. Gmail inboxes can fill up quickly, leaving users feeling overwhelmed. Checker Plus places an icon in your toolbar that automatically updates when new Gmail messages arrive. Select the icon, and you'll get a short preview of the message. Select the message, and it opens within the
extension. In fact, you can do almost all email reading from within Checker. You'll need to open the primary Gmail browser interface only when it's time to compose a message. Theming web pages with CSS isn't exactly common anymore, but it should be. Using the Stylus Chrome plugin, change how websites display by adding your own styling code
on top of them. This allows users to hide annoyances, change colors, or replace text. Stylus is also an awesome tool for the recent dark-mode interface trend. Once you have Stylus installed, check out userstyles.org to see the biggest collection of userstyles online. Chrome doesn't have a built-in reader mode, like Firefox and Safari, but fortunately,
Mercury Reader is an excellent add-on tool. Mercury Reader instantly clears away the clutter from all of your articles, removing ads and distractions, leaving only text and images for a clean and consistent reading view on every website. If you're running Chrome on an under-provisioned computer, you might have a hard time with an excessive
number of tabs. The Great Suspender helps by suspending tabs, keeping the tab alive in the interface, but temporarily unloading it. When you visit the tab again, you can "unsuspend" it and reload the page. Chrome doesn't come with an Alt+Tab-style tab switcher, making it harder to toggle between tabs when working in the browser. Recent Tabs is
great for Chrome-based multitaskers, letting you set a keyboard shortcut that flips between your current tab and the last tab you had open. It's a lifesaver. If you feel like your mouse is holding you back, Vimium can replace all browser navigation with keyboard shortcuts. Select links, scroll, and perform all your tasks with just the keyboard. It takes a
little while to get a handle on all the keyboard shortcuts, but if you want to leave your mouse behind, this is the plugin for you. If you write long-form text on the web, you probably use some kind of content-management system that probably doesn't have a find-and-replace feature. The Find & Replace Chrome plugin steps in nicely, allowing you to
experience Microsoft Word-style find-and-replace functionality within the browser. Fill your new tab page with a beautiful satellite image drawn from Google Earth. This new tab page extension doesn't slow down your browser with unnecessary functionality, such as a calendar, clock, or to-do list, but it still provides a better visual experience than a
blank page. The images are hand-selected, so they'll always be high-quality. The Earth is a beautiful place, so see more of it with Earth View. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! Google ChromeLike Firefox, Google Chrome has an add-on extension to handle the editing of the expiry date
inside a cookie. It’s aptly called Edit This Cookie and can be downloaded from the Chrome Web Store. This extension also allows you to delete, add new and import/export cookies in addition to editing.After installation, a new cookie icon appears on the Chrome toolbar and this tool runs slightly differently to the Firefox one by editing the cookies for
the site currently in the active tab. Once the icon button is clicked on, one cookie will be displayed at a time and you simply click on another one to expand it and reveal it’s details including expiry date. Click on the date to change it, which pops up a window with tumbler like buttons to alter the date and time. One problem we had was the buttons
didn’t seem to move when clicked on or scrolled over although after pressing Set it seemed to have changed the date in the main window. Submit cookie changes will save the cookie’s new date.A potentially very useful feature is the button to set the cookie as read only and preventing it from being overwritten which is what some websites will do, and
that obviously resets the expiration date back to the default value. Make sure to edit the cookie and click the submit button BEFORE clicking the “Set as read only” button. Likewise, make sure it is turned off again before any future editing of the cookie.Download Edit This CookieOperaIf you use Opera and want to edit a cookie and its expiry date you
have it pretty easy because there is already a built in cookie editor and there’s no need for 3rd party add-ons or tools.After you have visited the site with an expiration date you want to edit, go to the Opera menu -> Settings -> Preferences or simply press Ctrl+F12. Click on the Advanced tab, select Cookies down the left side and then finally press the
Manage Cookies button. The list of available sites that have saved cookies will be shown and you can expand the chosen site to be edited and show all the related cookies. Click on the desired cookie and then the Edit button on the right to open the information window.The window is pretty self explanatory and you simply edit the date in a Year-MonthDay format. Then press OK when you’re done. The Opera browser could be a useful download if you constantly want to edit website cookies because of its in built editing function.Editor’s Note: It’s worth noting that extending the login period for a cookie on shared computers is not recommended because the cookie basically contains your user name
AND password details and could be vulnerable. The same applies to important sites and those of a personal or financial nature.
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